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Course Description -  Faculty of Law 
 

 

1112000  Introduction to Law (3) ( 3-3) 

This study deals with the general theory of law in terms of:  concept of law and its 

origins ; characteristics of the legal rule , the diversity of legal rules into public law 

rules and the rules of private law , and diversity to the rules of imperative & 

complementary ; and then identifying the sources of legal rule in general , and the 

sources of legal rules in Jordanian legislation whether formal sources as  legislation , 

the provisions of Islamic jurisprudence and Islamic principles , custom , rules of 

justice or interpretative or informal sources such as the judiciary and jurisprudence ; 

Also this study deals with the interpretation of legal rules , in terms of : types and 

doctrine ; and then determines the scope of application of the rule in terms of legal 

persons , place ; and time this study also include the general theory of "right" , it's 

definition , types and defining it's parties , subjects , sources , and finally the legal 

protection stated for it. 

 

1110032 Principles of Public International law (1) (3) (3-3) 

This study deals with the following topics: identification the nature of international 

law ; determining its branches ; and clarifying the basis of its compulsory rules ; 

identify its persons ; sources ; and focus on the subject of international treaties , 

clarifying the conditions of it's session , effects , and annulment and cessation force ; 

and the issue of recognition of the State in terms of : definition and forms of withdraw 

recognition of the state , Referring to the legal rules of Islamic law related to the 

above-mentioned topics. 

 
 

1112040  - Introduction to Islamic Jurisprudence (3)(3-3) 

This course study : the basic principles of Islamic jurisprudence , and the evolution of 

stages and roles ; the meaning of Islamic law , and its foundations; terms of religion , 

Islam , Islamic law and legislation ; the meaning of jurisprudence ; and the difference 

between the law and creed and religion ; the areas of doctrine and the differences 

between it and the principles of jurisprudence , and sections of jurisprudence , 

codification ; and an overview of the following theories : legitimacy , invalidity and 

annulment , capacity , guardianship , and custom. 
 
 

1110011  Political Systems &Constitutional Law- (3) (3-3) 

This course deals with : the definition of constitutions , and constitutional law and the 

statement of its implications , and the relationship between constitutional law with 

other various branches of public law ; Identifying it's sources ; and methods of issuing 

constitutions ; and then study the substantive & formal superior of constitutions ; and 

control over the constitutionality of the laws ; This course also addresses the state, 

definition , characteristics , and components ; and then study the forms and the origin 

of the emergence of the State ; and the basis of its authority ; and study the forms of 

government and means of delegation of authority. 
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1110022  General Principles of Criminal Law  – (3)(3-3) 

This course deals with a detailed study of the crime theory in terms of : the definition 

of the Penal Code , and to define the aims , content and its branches ; then the 

definition and types of crime ; and then study the elements of the crime at the  

Legitimate & material & moral element.  

 
 

1112003 General principles of Commercial Law"1"- (3) (3-3) 

This course deals with study of : the origin and evolution of commercial law ; and the 

merchant and conditions required to acquire commercial capacity ; also includes 

studying the shop , its elements and its protection ; and also includes a study of the 

commercial books of compulsory and optional , the Authentication in proof ; and also 

includes the commercial register and the study of commercial contracts in general. 

           Prerequisites 1112000  Introduction to Law 
 

1112004  Civil Law (Sources of Obligation) - (3) (3-3) 

This course Study : the sources of obligation ; voluntary and involuntary sources , 

after an introduction describes the general principles of the Jordanian Civil Code and 

general trends therein study the definition of the financial right ; and real right & 

personal right ; also discuss the division of the sources of obligation voluntary sources 

and involuntary sources , the voluntary sources includes studying the contract as The 

first source of the obligation in terms of defining the contract ; its conditions , effect , 

and interpretation, the contractual liability, and avoidance provisions of the 

dissolution of the contract ; then studying the unilateral deposition ; This course also 

deals with involuntary sources such as the illegal & injurious acts , and talk about 

personal responsibility for actions relating to finance , and those of self-responsibility 

for the work of others and responsibility for things and then turns to Enrichment for 

no cause ; and then end up looking in law as a direct source of obligation. 

 

           Prerequisites 1112000  Introduction to Law 

1112205  Civil Law (Consequences of Obligations) - (3) (3-3) 

This course deals with studying the Consequences of Obligations in terms of : Means 

of execution of the obligation which includes voluntary and compulsory execution ; 

and the path of compensation and a legitimate means to protect the execution , such as 

indirect action and mock case ; and the right in custody ; and describing remission of 

debts & impossibility of execution and the passage of time limiting for prosecution. 

           Prerequisites 1112004  Sources of Obligation 

1112206  Civil Law (Nominated Contracts) – (3) (3-3) 

This course concerns the study of : clarification of the features of Nominated 

contracts and distinction between them and non-Nominated contracts in terms of : 

sources , nature and objectives ; also shows the process of adapting the contracts : in 

terms of the adaptation process , controls , the authority of the judiciary in adaptation ; 

and then analyzing the most important contracts which are : contract of sale and lease 

in terms of conditions , elements and their components and the obligations deriving 

from both ; Finally, a detailed study of the provisions of the Jordanian Law of the 

owners and lessee. 
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           Prerequisites 1112005  Consequences of Obligations 

 
11121001  Civil Law ( Rights in Rem or Real Rights ) – (3) (3-3) 

This course deals with studying two main branches which are : real rights and 

consequential real rights ; are spoken of in the first branch with detail of the 

provisions of a property right in itself , deals with the range of ownership right , 

protection means and limitations upon it ; and then proceed in a study on research of 

particular types of property which : common property and ownership of height and 

the wall joint ownership of floors and apartments ; and then speak about the reasons 

for gaining property by death, (wills and inheritance) , and reasons to gain in the state 

of life (to make permissible, warranty, and the contract of first refusal, 

communication, and Possession) ; and followed by a research of subsidiary rights of 

the right of ownership which are : right of usufruct , right of use , housing, and 

easements rights, and the roof right & al-waqf ; In the second branch discuses security 

mortgage , its creation & effects , and then extinction ; and then to discuss the terms 

of possessive mortgage ,  its creation &  extinction ; and then discuss franchising, 

including franchise rights for the property & privilege. 

           Prerequisites 1112006  Nominated Contracts 

11121000  Law of Civil Procedures - (3c.h) –  (3)(3-3) 

This course deals with : the definition of Civil Procedures Law , its sources , its 

relationship to other branches of law , and development legislation ; And then study 

the judiciary organization in terms of : the formation of courts and litigation, judges 

and their assistants and the rules of jurisdiction ; And then study the case theory in 

terms of : definition , conditions and legal nature and uses, and how litigation and 

recourse to justice and proceeding of litigation before courts until pronouncing a 

decree that settle conflict ; and defining ways of appeal that decision like (Appeal and 

intercept, re-trial and cassation).  

           Prerequisites 1112005  Consequences of Obligations 

 
11121002  Law of Evidence and Enforcement of Judgments- (3) (3-3) 

This course deals with : the definition of evidence law and its complementary laws , 

and study the various schools of Islamic jurisprudence in the rules of evidence 

substantive and procedural ; and evidentiary tool whether written or testimony ,  the 

oath  , the presumptions , inspection and expertise ; This course also addresses the 

definition of the law of procedure and its amendments as a form of judicial protection 

and legislative development of the law ; and then study the Execution Department in 

terms of : competence and persons who is in charge of it and antagonism in the 

execution and implementation methods forced on the debtor's assets and of the person 

, and how to distribute the outcome of implementation. 

           Prerequisites 11121000  Law of Civil Procedures 

11121000  Private International Law- (3c.h) –(3)(3-3) 

This course deals with : the definition of private international law and the topics 

addressed, sources and characteristics ; also includes the study of the general theory of 

conflict of laws including the general principles of referral ; and application of foreign 

law before national courts and the prohibitions against it application ; as under this 
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course also the application of attribution rules on personal status, money and 

contractual obligations and those arising from tort liability ; as this course aims to 

clarify the general rules of jurisdiction and the freedom of the State in regulating the 

issue of jurisdiction and enforcement of foreign judgments and arbitral institutions 

and the implementation of decisions ; This course also deals with the general theory 

of nationality in terms of : definition , legal nature and the basic rules of the system of 

citizenship and identification of state power in their organization , and show how 

acquisition and cases of duplication and absence, loss and recovery , and 

identification of the relevant judicial authority over nationality disputes, and proven 

methods ; then discuss the issue of the status of foreigners in the state and determine 

their rights and obligations of the theory and practice. 

           Prerequisites 1112006  Rights in Rem or Real Rights 

 

11122001  Labor Law–(3) (3-3) 

This course deals with the study of general principles in the Labor Code in terms of : 

its definition, its importance , its sources, independence and scope of application ; the 

study also addresses the legal provisions of the employment contract in terms of : 

individual, in terms of components, held, duration and effects of termination of this 

contract ; finally the legal regulation of collective labor relations both on contract 

collective action or trade union organizations or settlement of collective labor 

disputes. 

           Prerequisites 1112004  Sources of Obligation 

 

11120402  Personal Status (Marriage and Divorce) – (3)(3-3) 

This course deals with : a study of Engagement and a statement of its provisions , the 

meaning of marriage and a statement of its provisions and the legitimacy, staff, and 

terms and conditions of session, the impact of the marriage contract in terms : of 

dowry, alimony and Justice, the duties of the spouses, taboos in marriage rates,  

taboos of breastfeeding, and taboos temporarily, the terms and conditions of the 

contract formula , the corrupt and invalid marriage and non-suspended , the rights of 

marriage ; Birth and its provisions, nursery and lactation ; Divorce, What it means , 

conditions, types, divorce, Aleila'. Irreversibility. Althehar ; To divorce between the 

spouses for reasons according to personal status law ; the implications of the 

dissolution of the marriage contract ; the eda, maintenance for a divorced woman and 

children. 

           Prerequisites 1112040  Introduction to Islamic Jurisprudence 

 

11120403  Personal Status ( Wills, Inheritance Waqf ) – (3)(3-3) 

This course deals with the meaning of the will, its aims , its elements, the conditions 

of guardian and ward , compete with wills , the will process , the invalidity of wills 

and irreversible , acceptance and response , the benefits will , the will to salaries, the 

increase in the will ; Inheritance , the meaning of the estate , and related rights , 

inheritance , and legitimacy of rule , the reasons for inheritance , entitlement to 

inheritance , the owners of assumptions of men and women, paternal, those with 

kinship, reliability, and blocking, the response and Almonaskha , Preventions of 
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inheritance,  legacy of pregnancy , the legacy of the missing, Hermaphrodite, an 

illegitimate child, then an idea of transition law and its causes ; Endowment: meaning, 

and legitimacy, endowments of real estate , endowments of the transferred, its 

provisions, Building moratorium, benefits  category, the types of endowments, its 

effects. 

           Prerequisites 11120402  Personal Status (Marriage and Divorce) 

 

11120004  Commercial papers & banking procedures – (3)(3-3) 

This course deals with : the definition of commercial paper , characteristics ; its 

historical development and unification of the law of exchange ; and then talk about 

the bill of its own terms with regard to the substantive and formal requirements , and 

for the amount & circulation , and the date of entitlement and its conditions, and 

status of bearer returning on the person who sign the bill, and conditions of 

interference and acceptance , payment , and the protest , its conditions and limitations 

; It also includes research in Promissory to the order , the substantive and formal 

conditions , and how trading and provisions applicable to it ; and check and its 

substantive and formal and trading and how to meet the submission and bearer 

returnee , the multiplicity of copy , and the distortions and limitations , This course 

also demonstrate the importance of banks in economic life and capacity of 

commercial banking, deposits and current account and renting safes, depository, 

credit, bank guarantees and documentary credits and non-documentary. 

           Prerequisites 1112003  General principles of Commercial Law"1" 

 

11120005  company law & bankruptcy - (3)(3-3) 

This course deals with : business development and study of persons firms (solidarity, 

Limited Partnership, joint ventures) , and how their composition , recording , 

administration , dissolution and liquidation ; and also includes a study of capital 

companies (joint stock company, limited liability company, commandite company of 

shares).relating to the composition ,registration and administration, and dissolving and 

liquidation ; as well as examine the provisions of foreign companies operating in the 

Kingdom and non-operating ones ;This course also contains a study of bankruptcy 

with regard to issuing  judgment, effects and administration  of the assets of the 

bankrupt and the board of bankruptcy , simple conciliation & terms,  settlement ,  

rehabilitation , and closure of the bankruptcy as well as research in the preventive 

reconciliation and its conditions. 

           Prerequisites 11120004  Commercial papers & banking procedures 

 

11102206  Administrative Law (1) - (3)(3-3) 

This course contains : the concept of administrative law , its importance , 

characteristics and sources ; and a demonstrate of the administrative organization in 

terms of : its characteristics , its sources ,  foundations and manifestations of central 

and decentralized ; also studies constructive personality within the scope of the 

administrative organization ; It also includes the  activities of the Authority "and the 

administrative control & public utilities. 

           Prerequisites 1112000  Introduction to Law 
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11100221  Administrative Law (2) - (3)(3-3) 

This course deals with functional competence in terms of : meaning and practice of 

personal , and consequences for considering it part of the public systems ; and also 

addresses the definition & element of the authority ; and then move the study to the 

public employee , administrative decisions and administrative contracts ; with the 

application of all the above issues in the Hashemite kingdom of Jordan. 

           Prerequisites 11102206  Administrative Law (1) 

 

11101220  Administrative Courts ( Litigations ) - (3)(3-3) 

This course deals with : the administrative Court , the difference between it and the 

ordinary courts , justification for each and the rise of the administrative judiciary ; and 

also study the principle of legality in terms of : meaning , multiple sources and 

limitations of it ; and control over the work of the administration such as control and 

people public oversight and judicial control ; This study shows in detail the 

application for annulment in terms of : its definition , characteristics, and the 

competent court in Jordan , and the conditions required to accept and substantive 

requirements ; and also dealing with compensation claim for the illegal decisions and 

actions ; and the application of all in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. 

           Prerequisites 11102221 Administrative Law (2) 

 

11121622 Judicial Applications- (3)(3-3) 

This course introduces the students to the below: 

1. The know how techniques in submitting the rules of court, pleadings, 

evidences, and the arguments. 

2. Writing the rules of court and instance. 

3. Writing the arguments and pleadings. 

4. The time of submitting all of the above 

           Prerequisites 11121000  Law of Civil Procedures 

                          And 

                                   11100226  Law of Criminal Procedures (1) 

 

11100320  Human Rights- (3)(3-3)  

 
This course deals with : identifying the basic concepts of human rights in an analytical 

way ; and then realistic clarify of the international & regional means dealing with 

human rights such as treaties , recommendations , and international means that are in 

the process of formation such imperative rules & customs ; this course also address 

realistically the content of human rights and the rights of the first generation such as 

right of living ; The second-generation rights such as the right to work ; and third-

generation rights such as the right of environment ; This course deals with the 

international ways to protect human rights , whether legal means "reports , complaints 

of States and individuals, commissions of inquiry," or other means such as the use of 
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economic pressure or political use of force - the theory of intervention for the benefit 

of humanity. 

 

11102321  Public International Law (2) – (3)(3-3)  

This course addresses the following topics: definition of the rights ; and obligations of 

States and focus on studying the state territory and components ; and the definition of 

the international liability in terms of : development and nature, situation and 

conditions ; and the subject of international disputes, with emphasis on political and 

judicial methods ; and explain the issue of diplomatic and consular relations. 

           Prerequisites 1110032 Principles of Public International law (1) 

 

11100222  Financial Tax Legislation- (3)(3-3)  

This course contains the study of : public finance and its relationship to other 

branches of science ; and then study the state expenses terms of definition of public 

expenditures , and its development , the effects of public expenditure in production, 

consumption and redistribution of national income ; then this course study the public 

revenues of the State in terms of its property and plowed taxes , fees , loans with an 

indication of the Jordanian laws and regulations dealing with these issues , especially 

tax legislation ; then this course deals with public budget of the state in terms of : the 

concept of the public budget , characteristics , principles that govern the preparation 

of the budget , the stages of preparation of budget and control over the 

implementation of the budget ; then study the general budget in the Hashemite 

Kingdom of Jordan. 

           Prerequisites 1112000  Introduction to Law 

 

11100123  Jordanien Constitution- (3)(3-3)  

This course contains: the political life in the east of Jordan before the promulgation of 

the Constitution in 1928 from the phase of Ottoman rule and the start of the Great 

Arab Revolt , and the stage of the rule of Prince Abdullah ; Then study the 

characteristics of the 1928 Constitution , and the powers of the three authorities ; This 

course also deals with constitutional development after the issuance of the Jordanian 

Constitution of 1946 with the demonstration of the properties of this Constitution , 

and the Declaration of Independence of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan and the 

properties of the three authorities ; which will also address to examine the reasons and 

circumstances that led to the promulgation of the Constitution in 1952 accompanied 

by the Union of western and eastern banks of Jordan ; and then study the composition 

and powers of the three authorities , and the most important characteristics of the 

Constitution of 1952, as well as to examine the relationship between legislative and 

executive authorities and manifestations of reciprocal control between the two 

authorities. 

           Prerequisites 1110011  Political Systems &Constitutional Law 

 

11102224  Crimes Against Persons- (3)(3-3)  
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This course deals with : a detailed study of some models in the criminal law  pressing 

the right to living , an intended murder types , and aggravating , and mitigating 

circumstances ; as well as offenses against the right to physical integrity abuse crimes 

which meant all kinds of aggravating circumstances and reduced ; then killing and 

unintentional harm ; also this course deals with the most important crimes falling on 

ethics and morality which are crimes of adultery and rape and indecent assault. 

           Prerequisites 1110022  General Principles of Criminal Law  
 

11100225  Crimes Against Property- (3)(3-3) 

This course deals with : providing students with a general idea of financial crimes in 

general ; and in-depth study of the most detailed of these crimes and the most 

prevalent in society which are theft ; fraud ; and abuse of credit, ; and then a detailed 

study of crimes attached to these three crimes, such as crime of issuing a check 

without balance. 

           Prerequisites 11102224  Crimes Against Persons 

 

11100226  Law of Criminal Procedures (1) – (3)(3-3)  

 

The course deals with : the general provisions of criminal procedures ; and then study 

the cases of crime ; filed a public right to claim ; and the personal right ; and then the 

general theory of penal justice organization, composition and competence ; and the 

theory of criminal evidence. 

           Prerequisites 11102224  Crimes Against Persons 

 

11101201  Law of criminal Procedures (2) – (3)(3-3) 

Course topics sequel to the Code of Criminal Procedures relating to the theories 

governing  the procedural stages that follow upon the occurrence of crime , and on the 

initial investigation and preliminary investigation, trial ; and ways to appeal penal 

provisions. 

           Prerequisites 11100226  Law of Criminal Procedures (1) 

 

11100500   Legal Terminology in English or French – (3)(3-3) 

This course deals with the definition of English legal terms or French equivalent of 

the Arabic legal terminology , and to achieve the greatest benefit to students studying 

the language of these terms through : the definition of the law , and the various 

divisions and branches ; Also deal with legal issues in English or French in detail , 

which enables the student to express legal ideas in one of these languages and to 

enable him to deal with references when he needs it. 

           Prerequisites 1112000  Introduction to Law and English (1) 

111 

21602   Graduation research- (3)(3-3)  

This course aims to : teach students how to prepare legal research after learning the 

techniques of scientific research ; this course contribute to review the student's 

research capability ; and the way of using information and reference to their source 
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faithfully ; One of the objectives of this course is to strengthen the student's 

personality and develop their abilities and self-directed scientifically , to be able to put 

forward views and proposals on the subject of his research and defend it. 

           Prerequisites finishing 99 credited Hours 

 

11120000  Law of International Trade- (3)(3-3)  

This course includes : the study of the theory of  law of International Trade in terms 

of : concept , its origins, development,  sources, and its relationship to other laws ; It 

also includes applied study to one source of international trade law , international 

conventions or international commercial arbitration or model contracts or 

international customs. 

           Prerequisites 1112003  General principles of Commercial Law"1 

 

11100301  International Organizations- (3)(3-3)  

 

This course addresses the following topics: definition of the various efforts to 

establish the rules of international organization , as well as goals to be attained in this 

organization ; as well as identifying the international organization in terms of : origin, 

different kinds, giving a brief idea of the League of Nations and to focus on the 

United Nations , and to highlight its organizational objectives , its structure, its 

branches and agencies ; study of some regional organization such as the League of 

Arab States and the Organization of African Unity and the Organization of American 

States. 

           Prerequisites 1110032  General principles of Public International Law 

 

11100202  Local Administration Law- (3)(3-3)  

 

This course deals with the study of : what the central and decentralized organization ; 

and then determine what the central administrative and regulatory elements, forms 

and elements of the Central Administration Central  in Jordan , with applications of 

decentralized system in Jordan , regional, municipal and village councils ;  and also 

this course deals with administrative supervision of the local councils in terms of : 

what types of supervision and control of local bodies , as well as examining aspects of 

administrative control over local councils. 

           Prerequisites 11102206  Administrative Law (1) 
 

11102203  Criminology and sanctions – (3)(3-3) 

This course deals with : definition of criminology , and its historical development , 

and its relation to other criminal science , and also with the different schools are 

looking in criminology and study the general aspect of criminal behavior ; and the 

factors that prompted to such behavior, which might be individual factors such as : 

genetics, age and composition of organic, disease ; and social factors such as : family, 

school, profession ; and general factors such as the media and others ; This course 

also deals with the knowledge of the definition of punishment and punishment phases 

and stages of development through its schools, also deals with penalty, and the 
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definition of criminal punishment and precautionary measures ; and best methods of 

implementation of this sanction, whether within or outside the penal institutions so as 

to achieve the purposes of this criminal sanction. 
 

 

11120004  History of Law- (3)(3-3)  

This course deals with the study of laws , and the roles of development from 

prehistoric times , and through the provisions of God in ancient Egypt and Greece, 

Indians and Western groups such as Dracon law 

, the law of the twelve boards, the groups of the East, as the Code of Hammurabi, the 

law of Manu, the law of Bokhuris ; It also addresses a study of the evolutionary 

history of Roman law , and the basic provisions on the law of the people , and the law 

of personal property ; rights or obligations ; as covered by the study the history of 

Islamic legislation as of the issuance of Islam , and the era of Caliphs and the 

Umayyad era and the end of the imams & the role of scientific Abbasid era ; the study 

concludes with a bid for the legislations & contemporary legal system of any Latin-

Anglo-Saxon and Germanic system. 

 

11122005  Insurance Contracts- (3)(3-3)  

This course  deals with : the definition of insurance contract, ancient and modern 

concepts , and the technical foundations on which the insurance in general , the 

genesis of this contract and its development in the Arab and foreign communities and 

the divisions of insurance and characteristics of each section and the views of scholars 

of Islamic law to hold insurance in general ;  

the course contains a study of risk in insurance,  terms and conditions , specified , and 

to study the premium and the elements within, and the element of interest in each 

insurance contract whether to the persons and properties ; also study insurance 

contract and conclusion of the technical and legal issues , in addition , the study also 

include the effects of the contract and the obligations of the insured according to the 

insurance contract and the legal proceedings and limitations, and eventually applied 

study of fire insurance & contract of insurance against civil liability , road traffic 

accidents. 

           Prerequisites 1112000  Introduction to Law 

 

11100206  Electronic Crimes- (3)(3-3) 

This course deals with : electronic crime in terms of definition and parties and place, 

multiple forms, where this course will show both the perpetrator and the victim in 

these crimes ; as well as this course will show the definition of electronic crime both 

in jurisprudential or legislative ; as well as a place where such crimes to address, the 

crimes perpetrated against the computer or that incident from a computer and finally ; 

this course will show various forms of electronic crimes such as penetration , and 

unauthorized access , and theft of computer time and mined programs , fraud and 

piracy of software by copying or download. 

Prerequisites 1110022  General Principles of Criminal Law computer skills 1       

 

11120011  Environmental law- (3)(3-3) 
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This course focuses on : fundamental objective which is to study the preservation 

laws of the environment , as the physical environment in which human live, including 

water, air and space, soil and living organisms , and various industrial facilities 

established to satisfy human needs ; And in this course we examine the legal rules 

established by the legislator to prevent any human behavior that would endanger 

public health as a result of pollution of the environment surrounding citizens , such as 

factory waste and trespassing on agricultural land or causing to be less produced in 

addition to reducing noise pollution or cutting forests and trees ; This course shows 

the opinion of Islamic law from environmental pollution , and environmental laws in 

Jordan with the study of regulations and instructions issued there under ; The course 

presents the liability , aiming to protect all different kinds of environment from 

pollution. 

           Prerequisites 11102206  Administrative Law (1) 

 

11120010  Intellectual property- (3)(3-3) 

This course deals with : the historical upbringing of intellectual property , and 

determine the legal definition , and the importance to all the legal, social and 

economic ; as well as determine all content for example , copyright , trademarks , 

patents , industrial designs and protection of designs for integrated circuits and 

protection of new plant varieties , geographical indications and competition, illicit 

trade secrets ; and then will study ways to protect these new property, whether at the 

local level "legislative" or the international level "conventions and international 

treaties. 

           Prerequisites 1112205  Consequences of Obligations 

 

11100312  International Human Law- (3)(3-3) 

This course deals with : the explanation and analysis of international humanitarian 

law , and its sources and identifies the relevant international conventions , and its 

relationship to international law of human rights ; This course is also identifying the 

categories covered by its protection. 

           Prerequisites 11100320  Human Rights 

 
11121410  fundamentals of Fiqh- (3)(3-3) 

This course deals with : jurisprudence, meaning and definition , objectives, , 

emergence of principles of jurisprudence, governance types, divisions, corruption and 

invalidity, the license and determination ; research on the Qur'an in terms of miracles, 

and the kinds of meanings and words and letters and their uses ; Research for the 

sonna - research on unanimously ; Research on the relation in terms of definition, 

elements and terms.Subdirectories: approbation, and reclamation, plug loopholes and 

Alaesteshab, and the work of al- madina people and the Companion saying, diligence, 

conflict and penalties. 

           Prerequisites 1112040  Introduction to Islamic Jurisprudence 

 

11120011    Arbitration- (3c.h) –(3)(3-3) 
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This course deals with : the definition of arbitration in general , and commercial 

arbitration in particular , with the brevity of the system of conciliation and mediation 

which precede the work of the arbitration ; this article also includes a detailed 

explanation of how to resort to arbitration , and the request for arbitration and choice 

of arbitral tribunal or the sole arbitrator and standards exercised by the arbitration 

bodies ; This course deals with explanation about the origins of the arbitration , where 

the venue of the arbitration hearings and the time needed to settle the arbitral 

proceedings ,  the task entrusted to the arbitrator or the Commission and procedural 

and substantive laws to be introduced during the arbitration process with an 

explanation of the rule of the arbitrator , and the impact and authoritative for the 

purposes of its implementation. 

           Prerequisites 11121000  Law of Civil Procedures 

11120012   Electronic Transactions Law - (3)(3-3) 

This course study the most important legal aspects raised by the use of electronic 

information systems : clarifying defining means of communication , and their 

components , their impact on different branches of law ; and the definition of 

electronic commerce , and electronic contracting provisions in terms of 

characterization in online advertising , presentations and proposal and invite to sign 

and accept ; The rules of time and place of session and law applicable to the electronic 

contract , and a statement of their provisions and review the concept of electronic 

correspondence, electronic signature and e-evidence ; As well as study the provisions 

of the email through credit cards , and legal provisions ; as well as crimes committed 

via electronic means of communication ; As well as the relationship of information 

systems to the provisions of intellectual property , and the right of privacy as an 

examination of comparative analysis of the theory of Electronic Transactions Act of 

Jordan and the UNCITRAL Model Law, international conventions and enhanced with 

judicial applications. 

           Prerequisites 1112004  Sources of Obligation and computer Skills 

 

11101214   Financial papers – (3)(3-3) 

 

This course deals with : explanation of concepts that are organized by the financial 

legislation relating to monetary and financial papers , kinds and methods of handling , 

and dealing in the registration , and issuance of subscription, deposit, settlement, 

lending and borrowing and mortgage ; the course also includes the governing bodies 

of these acts and the rights and powers of those bodies. 

           Prerequisites 11120004  Commercial papers & banking procedures 

 

11100215  Social Security- (3)(3-3)  

 

This course deals with : the introduction of social legislation ; and then looking at two 

of them which are health insurance in its general principles in terms of definition ,   

foundation , conditions and effects ; And social security in terms of : definition, 

foundation, conditions and consequences ; and administration techniques used in the 

application of each of these legislations. 
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           Prerequisites 11122001  Labor Law  

 

 
 


